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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j,

! Attn: Document Control Desk !
Washington, D. C. 20555 1

i

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES) |

fDOCKET NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446
LIMITOROUE MOV SPRING PACKS |
SDAR: CP-89-021 (FINAL REPORT) {

Gentlemen:

On July' 20, 1989, TV Electric verbally notified the NRC staff of a deficiency
involving Limitorque actuator spring packs which may adversely affect torque
switch setpoints and render the MOVs inoperable. After further evaluation, TV
Electric has concluded that this deficiency is reportable under the provisions
of 10CFR50.55(e).

Description

In June of 1989, four model 0301-113 spring packs supplied by Limitorque under
purchase order (P.O.) 661-74736 were drawn from the warehouse to replace the
old 60-600-0022-1 spring packs in four valves. The four 60-500-0022-1 spring
packs had only eleven of the twelve Belleville washers required in order to
provide proper operating characteristics. Inspection of the replacement
spring packs, model 0301-113, revealed that in each case the twelve Belleville
washers were not properly configured and the locknut setscrews were missing.
Additional review determined that two other model 0301-113 spring packs were
included in the purchase order. One had been installed in a Reactor Coolant
Pump (RCP) seal injection containment isolation valve (1-8351A) in June of
1987, and the other was being utilized f or training in a test fixture utilized

's for the IEB 85-03 program. The replacement spring pack used for training had
also been found with the same configuration deficiencies. The replacement

@o spring pack installed ic t'alve 1-8351A was also not properly configured, and

g,g,g' the potential was recognized that this valve may have been originally supplied
ous with an improperly configured 60-600-0022-1 spring pack. This is based on the
$j$ fact that the replacement spring pack was not configured in the same manner as
a>D the other five in P.O. 661-74736, but appears to have been reconfigure to
vne match the old 60-600-0022-1 spring pack it replaced, having eleven instead of
8,8 twelve washers.
N

The cause of the deficiencies found in the spring packs in P.O. 661-74736-

$g appears to be a f ailure by Limitorque Corporation to verify the replacement

ggg spring pack configuration prior to shipment. A contributing factor has been

the unavailability of information necessary for users to verify proper spring;ggd7
pack configuration.
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An improperly configured spring pack in a Limitorque actuator will provide
improper spring pack performance characteristics that could invalidate torque
switch setpoints and result in a motor operated valve failure. Limitorque
actuators are utilized in various safety related-applications where a failure

| could adversely affect the safety of plant operation. This represents a
' significant deviation from performance specifications which will require

extensive ev.aluation to establish the adequacy of the actuators to perform
their intended safety-related functions.

Corrective Action

| The 0301-113 spring pack initially installed in RCP seal injection containment
I isolation' valve 1-8351A in 1987 has been scrapped and the 0301-113 spring pack

which had been used for training was reconfigure and installed. The spring
pack was reconfigure prior to installation utilizing information provided by
Limitorque. The four remaining 0301-113 spring packs from P.O. 661-74736 were
similarly reconfigure and installed in the four IEB 85-03 valves previously i

mentioned. This accounts for all 0301-113 spring packs from P.O. 661-74736.
.

:

To establish the extent of this deficiency, all safety related MOV's utilizing
'

the old model 60-600-0022-1 will be inspected. Additionally, at least one of
each type of spring pack in use at CPSES in safety-related MOV's will be i

inspected to determine the baseline configuration. The information on {
baseline spring pack configuration will be verified by Limitorque and ;

incorporated into appropriate maintenance procedures such that the baseline |
configuration can be re-established on spring pack replacement or installation |

of a new fully assembled limitorque actJator. The inspections described j
above, in addition to the spring pack testing performed in the IEB 85-03 |

program, will encompass approximately 1/3 of all safety-related Limitorque j
actuators utilized at CPSES and will establish the basis for Engineering to ),

| determine whether additional spring pack inspections are warranted. |

The remaining inspections will be completed prior to Unit I fuel load for Unit i

1 and prior to Unit 2 fuel load for Unit 2. Procedure changes will be I

completed prior to the first refueling outage. 1

I i

| Sincerely, |
!-
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Mf \
William J. Cahill, Jr. j
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c - Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Resident Inspectors. CPSES (3)
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